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USDA B&I Interim Lending  

1. Why should I work with LINCOLN? 
We eliminate your risk during the construction period, allow you to close loans above your legal lending limits, 
and help you avoid increased capital requirements associated with HVCRE regulations.  We make available to you 
and your borrower decades of SBA, commercial and real estate banking experience.  LINCOLN shares the risk with 
you and is often able to eliminate entirely construction risk on projects involving new construction.  We bring a 
creative approach that will enable you to close more transactions. 
 

2. Who is responsible for obtaining USDA approval? 
We will work with the permanent lender and the USDA in establishing eligibility under the USDA program.  We 
will then prepare the USDA application package and guide the financing through to USDA approval.  LINCOLN 
will require a commitment letter from the permanent lender as well as the USDA approval before we will close 
out interim loan; thereafter, we will work closely with permanent lender to maintain compliance with the 
authorization during the construction period. 
 

3. What role does LINCOLN play in eliminating construction risk? 
We deliver a three-part strategy that typically eliminates permanent lender’s construction risk.  First, we complete 
a thorough cost review to assure that the project has the capital necessary for completion.  Second, we fund 100% 
of our commitment upfront at closing. Finally, we actively monitor and administer the loan during the construction 
period, typically being in contact with the Borrower weekly as construction progresses.  
 

4. What assistance does the permanent lender get in underwriting the credit risks? 
We can help you in identifying, assessing and underwriting through the credit and collateral risks. We provide a 
preliminary underwriting loan budget so that you can go to your loan committee with the confidence that you 
completely understand our involvement.   Our group has significant experience in helping you underwrite all types 
of SBA and USDA transactions, and you will find us extremely responsive and creative as we assist you in 
developing appropriate solutions.  LINCOLN is here to help you deliver the best possible loan structure to your 
Borrower. 
 

5. What costs can LINCOLN fund?   How does LINCOLN get paid ?  
LINCOLN can fund any eligible cost under the USDA B & I program, even if not allowable under your credit 
policy.  All LINCOLN fees and costs are eligible under the USDA requirements and are fully capitalized into the 
total cost structure.  These costs will be funded either as part of the Borrower’s equity injection or out of 
LINCOLN’s loan proceeds. 
 

6. Who determines pricing and terms?   
The permanent lender is completely in control of pricing and terms on its permanent loan, subject to USDA 
requirements, of course.  LINCOLN will work within the constraints of the USDA authorization to ensure its 
structure is consistent with the USDA authorization.  
 

7. Will LINCOLN fund non-construction related projects?  
We specialize in construction lending, but will fund non-construction related costs and projects on a case by case 
basis. Give us as call and let us craft a solution for you. 
 

8. What role does the permanent lender play during LINCOLN’s funding process?   
Draw requests are received during construction and reviewed and approved by LINCOLN and by our third party 
monitoring group;  of course, we will provide these reports and approvals to permanent lender to the extent that 
you desire. In all events LINCOLN will provide a complete record as requested by the permanent lender. 
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